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Abstract

Background
The real-time stock market involves capturing, processing, and providing data in a light and e�cient way.
Several methods for getting stock market data have been utilized with limited functions. In developing
countries such as Iraq, exchange shops and satellite channels do not have a reliable method for getting
stock market prices in Iraqi dinars. In this paper, I try to solve the issue by proposing an accurate Real-
Time Stock Market Trend Window Using XPath and Html Agility Pack. The trend window shows stock
prices of metals, energy, and currencies simultaneously in Iraqi dinars and in three different languages.

Methods
XPath, which stands for XML Path Language, and Html Agility Pack are used for bringing real-time stock
market data into a stock market window. The trend window is designed by using C# for its front-end and
back-end designs and SQL Server for its data warehouse.

Results
Currencies, metals, and energy prices are displayed simultaneously in a stock market trend window. Every
ten seconds, the trend window is refreshing to show the latest prices.

Conclusion
The window shows the currencies, metals, and energy prices continuously in Iraqi dinars and in three
different languages. It can be used in developing countries by Stock traders, satellite channels, and
anyone who needs or is interested to know the prices of the stock markets. Future research might include
more improvements to the trend window to have extra features.

1. Introduction
Currently, the demand for the real-time stock market has increased enormously. It plays a vital role in
modern trading and it provides a suitable time for buying and selling stock[1], [2]. Nowadays, many
websites and applications are providing stock market prices. Investing.com is one of the top and best
websites for giving stock market prices[3]. It has real-time data, �nancial tools, breaking news, and
analysis in 44 global languages. Tradingview.com is also another top website for stock, forex, and crypto
trade and it has applications for desktop, mobile, and tables[4]. [5] developed an android mobile
application for stock prediction using a machine learning linear regression model. They get stock data
from the yahoo �nance website but the app did not show any information for the stock market. Besides,
several websites related to stock prices have been created in Iraq. For example; Cbi.iq is a governmental
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bank of Iraq and its website shows dollar to dinar prices daily [6], Smarttraderiraq shows only local
currencies across the Kurdistan Region of Iraq daily [7]. Moreover, tai�b.iq is a Taif bank in Iraq. This bank
has up-to-date exchange tool from the dollar to Iraqi dinars. However, it does not include information
about stock market.

It is worth meaning that I have extensively searched in the literature, but there are many articles related to
this research. The above mentioned references are stock markets which lack of features as; they do not
contain real-time currencies, metals, and energy prices in Iraqi dinars and their interfaces are complex and
it is di�cult to �nd what you want. They do not solve the problem faced by local exchange shops and
satellite channels. Local exchange shops get the dollar to dinar prices from banks every day and they will
give it to satellite channels. The price is used to get other currencies and prices of metals and energy at
Iraqi dinars. This process is time-consuming and not e�cient.

In this research, I propose a real-time stock market trend window using XPath and Html Agility Pack. The
window gets dollar to dinar price from Taif bank’s exchange tool; simultaneously the window gets foreign
currencies, metals, and energy prices from investing.com automatically.

At the same time, it calculates the prices of currencies, energy, and metals. The window shows the stock
market prices in three different languages and updates them every ten seconds. This will help anyone in
the market to know the price of the stock markets continuously.

2. Materials And Methods
Ethical approval and informed consent forms were not required for this research because it is a
development of the Stock Market trend window. 

2.1 General Overview

The overview of the system, as illustrated in �gure 1, consists of three parts; the stock market trend
window from the left, Taif bank from the top-right, and investing.com from the bottom-right. The stock
market window is the entry of the system for the user. The user can access it through the Internet with a
computer device. The trend window gets dollar to dinars price from altaif bank. After that, it gets foreign
currencies, metals, and energy from investing.com through the XPath method.  Then the trend window
calculates currencies, metals, and energy prices in Iraqi dinars and it saves all in SQL Server Database.
Lastly, it shows the results continuously in the window. 

2.2 XPath and Html Agility Pack

2.1.1 XPath

It is a language for pointing to different parts of HTML and XML documents. It has about 200 built-in
methods, methods for node manipulation, numeric values, date and time comparison, booleans, string
values, sequence manipulation, and much more[8]–[10]. Here I use it for �nding the value of currencies,
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metals, and energy on the investing.com website. Figure 2, shows how to get a value of EUR to USD using
XPath. 

2.1.2 Html Agility Pack

HAP is “an HTML parser written in C# to read/write DOM and supports plain XPATH or XSLT”[11]. It has
HTML selectors to select HTML node from HTML page. I have used this to get the value of EUR to USD in
the following steps:

1- Copied XPath of EUR to USD from HTML page of investing currency page.

2- HtmlWeb and HtmlDocument classes of the HtmlAgilityPack package are used to load investing
currency page URL.

3. Then DocumentNode and SelectNodes methods of the HtmlAgilityPack package is used to get the
value of EUR to USD from the XPath 

These steps are shown in below C# codes. 

HtmlAgilityPack.HtmlWeb web = new HtmlAgilityPack.HtmlWeb();

HtmlAgilityPack.HtmlDocument doc =web.Load(url:investing.com currencies page);

doc.DocumentNode.SelectNodes("//*[@id=\"pair_1\"]/td[3]")

2.3 Design

SQL Server and C# Programming Language have been used for data warehouse and designing of the
stock market trend window [12]. The data warehouse of the window has been saved in two SQL Server
tables one for dollar to dinar and the other one for values of currencies, metals, and energy, as it is
illustrated in �gure 3.

Moreover, Stock Market Window has been designed by using the C# programming language. Three C#
windows forms have been used, one for English, one for Arabic and the other one for Kurdish languages,
as are shown in �gure 4, �gure 5 and �gure 6 respectively. Buttons, text boxes, and labels have been used
to display the results of the real-time stock market.

3. Results
The stock market trend window has been created in three different languages: English, Arabic, and
Kurdish. Each of them is showing real-time stock market prices of currencies, metals, and energy.

Both Figs. 7 and 8, show the results of the real-time stock market in seconds 13 and 23 respectively.
Firstly, the stock market window got the Dollar to Iraqi dinar price from Taif bank. Secondly, the price is
used for calculating currencies, metals, and energy, which have been taken from the investing.com
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website. As it can be seen, the prices of the UK pound, Onsa-Platinum, Brent, and Texas Oil have been
decreased in Fig. 8 as compared to Fig. 7. Whereas, Turkish Lira, Gold-24, Gold-21, Gold-18, Onsa-Gold,
and Onsa-Silver prices have increased in Fig. 8 as compared to Fig. 7. Euro, Iranian Riyal, Saudi Riyal, and
Natural Gas prices have been unchanged in Fig. 8 as compared to Fig. 7. Gold-24, Gold-21, and Gold-18
are more common in Iraq and the middle east, these prices are obtained by the following equations.

Gold-24, a Mithqal Gold-24 =

(�oat)((goldprice) / 31.1034768)*5*(�oat.Parse(txtDollartoDinar.Text.Trim())/ 100);

The above equation gets Onsa-Gold then changes it to a gram of Gold by dividing it on 31.10 and
changes it to a Mithqal Gold-24 by multiplying to 5.

Lastly, its price changed to a Mithqal of Gold-24 in Iraqi dinars.

Gold-21, a Mithqal Gold-21 =

(�oat)((goldprice * 0.875) / 31.1034768)*5*(�oat.Parse(txtDollartoDinar.Text.Trim())/ 100);

The above equation gets Onsa-Gold then multiplied by 0.875 because only 0.875 of a Mithqal Gold-21 is
Gold. Then, changes it to a gram of Gold by dividing it on 31.10 and changes it to a Mithqal Gold-24 by
multiplying to 5. Lastly, its price is changed to a Mithqal of Gold-21 in Iraqi dinars.

Gold-18, a Misqal Gold-18 =

(�oat)((goldprice * 0.75) / 31.1034768)*5*(�oat.Parse(txtDollartoDinar.Text.Trim())/ 100);

The above equation gets Onsa-Gold then multiplies by 0.75 because only 0.75 of a Mithqal Gold-18 is
Gold. Then, changes it to a gram of Gold by dividing it on 31.10 and changes it to a Mithqal Gold-18 by
multiplying to 5. Lastly, its price is changed to a Mithqal of Gold-18 in Iraqi dinars.

The real-time stock market window of the Arabic and Kurdish languages are shown in Figs. 9, 10, 11 and
12.

These �gures show the same results as the English version of the window. Some values have been
increased, and some of them have been decreased, while the rest of them have remained unchanged.
Moreover, the prices are continuously updated in the English, Arabic and Kurdish windows every 10
seconds.

4. Discussion
In this paper, a real-time stock market trend window has been proposed. Results of this research show
that currencies, metals, and energy prices can be obtained every 10 seconds. With the classic method,
exchange shops and satellite channels should call banks to get the prices of dollars to Iraqi dinars every
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day and calculate the prices of other currencies, metals, and energy by themselves.As it is obvious, stock
market prices are changing in seconds so the prices in the market are not precise and sometimes they
cause serious problems. Consequently, exchange shops and sattalite channels can use this stock market
window to obtain currencies, metals, and energy prices every 10 seconds. Thus, It facilitates the process
not only for stock traders but also for anyone who needs or is interested to know the prices.

Investing and tradingview websites have real-time data, stock, forex, and breaking news features. They
have more features than my stock market trend window. But, the stock market trend window is simple,
easy to use, and shows currencies, metals, and energy prices in Iraqi dinars and in three different
languages. The stock market trend window refreshes all prices every 10 seconds. Howover,its interface
needs improvement for increaseing and decreasing prices.

Despite these, there are not any real-time tools available to know the stock market prices in Iraqi dinars.
Hopefully, this stock market trend window can be used to know currencies, metals, and energy prices in
Iraqi dinars and in three different languages. The trend window can be adapted to show stock market
prices in more languages and currencies. Future research might improvements of the trend window to
support all international currencies, metals, and energy, as well. The trend window can be developed to
web and mobile applications with extra features.

5. Conclusion
In this research, a real-time stock market trend window has been proposed. The window shows the
currencies, metals, and energy prices in three different languages continuously. Stock traders, satellite
channels, and anyone who needs or is interested to know the prices of the stock markets can use the
window to see the real-time prices of stock markets in Iraqi dinars. Also, it can be used by developing
countries. Currently, Mobile and Web versions of the window are under development and they will be
available soon. Future research might include more improvements to the trend window to have extra
features.
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Figures

Figure 1

The overview of the system
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Figure 2

An example of XPath to select a value of EUR to USD from table data in HTML Page

Figure 3

Stock Market Data Warehouse Tables 
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Figure 4

The English Version of the Stock Market Window
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Figure 5

The Arabic Version of the Stock Market Window
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Figure 6

The Kurdish Version of the Stock Market Window
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Figure 7

results in 2:08:13 time
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Figure 8

results in 2:08:23 time
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Figure 9

results in 11:12:43 time
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Figure 10

results in 11:13:01 time
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Figure 11

results in 1:58:47 time
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Figure 12

results in 2:59:17 time


